We extensively describe our recently established "divide-and-conquer" semiclassical method [M. Ceotto, G. Di Liberto and R. Conte, Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 010401 (2017)] and propose a new implementation of it to increase the accuracy of results. The technique permits to perform spectroscopic calculations of high dimensional systems by dividing the full-dimensional problem into a set of smaller dimensional ones. The partition procedure, originally based on a dynamical analysis of the Hessian matrix, is here more rigorously achieved through a hierarchical subspace-separation criterion based on Liouville's theorem. Comparisons of calculated vibrational frequencies to exact quantum ones for a set of molecules including benzene show that the new implementation performs better than the original one and that, on average, the loss in accuracy with respect to full-dimensional semiclassical calculations is reduced to only 10 wavenumbers. Furthermore, by investigating the challenging Zundel cation, we also demonstrate that the "divide-and-conquer" approach allows to deal with complex strongly anharmonic molecular systems. Overall the method very much helps the assignment and physical interpretation of experimental IR spectra by providing accurate vibrational fundamentals and overtones decomposed into reduced dimensionality spectra.
I. INTRODUCTION
The simulation of vibrational spectra of high-dimensional systems is an important open issue in quantum mechanics. The challenge is to beat the curse of dimensionality that plagues any quantum method in both electronic and nuclear spectroscopy simulations. In fact, the exact treatment of quantum problems often implies the set-up of a grid. As a consequence, the computational cost scales exponentially with dimensionality, and only simulations involving a few atoms can be exactly performed. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Alternatively, perturbative quantum methods have also been successfully applied to many systems, but they are intrinsically limited to a single reference geometry. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] High dimensional systems, such as peptides, are instead usually simulated through ad-hoc scaled harmonic approaches or by means of classical mechanics, either using force fields [12] [13] [14] or employing ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] approaches in which the nuclear forces are calculated using electronic structure codes. In classical simulations the curse of dimensionality is significantly tamed with respect to quantum mechanical counterparts. However, a purely classical dynamics simulation is unable to describe tunneling effects, zero point energies, overtones and other important spectroscopic quantum features.
Semiclassical dynamics employs classical trajectories to reproduce quantum mechanical effects. In semiclassical methods, spectra are calculated in a time-dependent way, i.e. by Fourier transforming the survival amplitude or the autocorrelation function of some observables (such as the dipole moment). [22] Semiclassical methods based on the coherent states Herman-Kluk propagator [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and the initial value representation (SCIVR) [30] [31] [32] are robust, have been proven to reproduce quantum effects quite quantitatively, [22, and have been shown to have an accuracy in spectra calculations often within 1% of exact results. [35, 57] Recently, the multiplecoherent (MC)-SCIVR technique has been developed. It allows to perform on-the-fly semiclassical molecular dynamics simulations given a few input trajectories. [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] The approach is amenable to ab initio direct molecular dynamics, thus avoiding the effort to construct an accurate analytical potential energy surface which may be quite demanding especially for large systems, [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] and permits to faithfully reproduce quantum effects like quantum resonances, [60] intra-molecular and long-range dipole splittings, and the quantum resonant ammonia umbrella inversion. [62] Nevertheless, all SCIVR methods run out of steam when straightforwardly applied to problems involving large-sized systems.
Understanding the reasons of such a limitation is the first step to do for dealing with the curse of dimensionality and possibly overcoming it. The semiclassical wavepacket for a system of N degrees of freedom consists in the direct product of N monodimensional (Gaussian) wavefunctions |Ψ (t) = |ψ 1 (t) ... |ψ N (t) . When the time-dependent overlap Ψ (0) |Ψ (t) is Fourier transformed to generate the spectrum, the simulation time should have been long enough to provide a significant overlap. In other words, if the trajectory does not periodically return to the surroudings of the phase space region where it started, a noisy signal will be collected. If, instead, the multidimensional classical trajectory is such that (p (t) , q (t)) approaches several times (p (0) , q (0)), then the overlap Ψ (0) |Ψ (t) is sizable and the signal associated to the vibrational features will prevail on the noise. The curse of dimensionality occurs because each monodimensional coherent state overlap ψ i (0) |ψ i (t) should be significant for all dimensions at the same time. Even for uncoupled oscillators with non-commensurable frequencies the concomitant overlapping event is rarer and rarer as the dimensionality increases, and the simulation time has to be much prolonged. [58] The present "divide et impera" idea starts from the consideration that a full-dimensional classical trajectory, once projected onto a sub-dimensional space, is more likely to provide a useful spectroscopic signal and for such a reduced dimensionality trajectory, a clear spectroscopic signal can be obtained in a much shorter amount of time with respect to the fulldimensional case, as we have recently shown. [75] Thus, according to this divide-and-conquer strategy, after dividing the full-dimensional space into mutual disjoint subspaces, a semiclassical spectroscopic calculation is performed separately for each subspace. While the classical trajectories are full-dimensional, the semiclassical calculations employ subspace information for calculating each partial spectrum. Composition of the projected spectra provides the full-dimensional one. Considering that nuclear spectra of high dimensional systems are often too crowded for an unambiguous interpretation, this "divide-and-conquer" strategy will also allow to better read and understand the physics behind the spectra and help the interpretation of experimental results.
In this paper we introduce some new features that significantly enhance the accuracy of our divide-and-conquer semiclassical initial value representation (DC SCIVR) method. Accuracy of results is estimated by comparison to exact values for systems up to 30 degrees of freedom (DOFs). In Section (II) we first recall the basics of time averaged semiclassical spectral density calculations, [76, 77] and then we describe in details the DC-SCIVR approach and two new subspace-separation criteria. In Section (III) we test the performance of DC SCIVR on strongly coupled Morse oscillators, real molecular systems like H 2 O, CH 2 O, CH 4 , CH 2 D 2 , the very challenging Zundel cation (H 5 O 2 + ) and, finally, the benzene molecule, which is, at the best of our knowledge, the highest dimensional molecular system for which exact quantum vibrational calculations have been performed. [78] A summary and some conclusions end the paper.
II. A DIVIDE AND CONQUER STRATEGY FOR SEMICLASSICAL DYNAMICS
This Section recalls the derivation of the DC-SCIVR expression for spectroscopic calculations. We start from the SC-IVR power spectrum formulation and its multiple coherent state time averaging implementation (MC-SCIVR), and then move to the "divide and conquer" working formula. Finally, we present three different techniques for partitioning the full-dimensional vibrational space into suitable lower-dimensional subspaces. [75] A. The SC-IVR time averaged spectral density
We start by writing the power spectrum I (E) of a molecular system, characterized by the HamiltonianĤ, as the Fourier transform of the survival amplitude [22] of a given and arbitrary reference state |χ
In semiclassical (SC) molecular dynamics, the quantum time-evolution operator e −iĤt/ of Eq. (1) is substituted by the stationary phase approximation to its Feynman Path Integral representation. [79] In the position representation, the semiclassical propagator is a matrix whose elements are obtained as products of a complex action exponential and a stationary-phase pre-exponential factor, summed over all classical trajectories that connect the two endpoints. [41, [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] The search for these trajectories is hampered by the rigid double-boundary condition. In the SC-IVR dynamics, introduced by Miller and later also developed by Heller, Herman, Kluk, and Kay, [22, 27, 28, 30, 31, 34, 57, 89] the propagator is instead formulated in terms of classical trajectories determined by initial condi-
where F is the number of degrees of freedom, S t (p (0) , q (0)) is the classical action, and
indicates the pre-exponential stationary-phase factor. If |p (t) , q (t) is repre-sented as a coherent state [22, [89] [90] [91] of the type
where Γ is a diagonal width matrix with coefficients usually equal to the square root of the vibrational frequencies for bound states calculations, then the pre-exponential factor becomes
and Eq. (2) is commonly known as the Herman-Kluk survival amplitude of the Hamiltonian H. However, for complex systems, the phase space integration of Eq. (2) requires too many trajectories to be feasible. To overcome this limitation, Miller and Kaledin introduced a time averaged version of the semiclassical propagator (TA-SCIVR), [76, 77] which significantly reduces the computational overhead
where t 1 is the additional time averaging variable and t 2 is the original Fourier transform variable.
In Eq. (5) the integrand is time averaged by taking into account different portions of time length t 2 − t 1 of the same trajectory started in (p (0) , q (0)). Considering that the pre-exponential factor is of the type e iωt for a harmonic ω-frequency system, Eq. (4) can be reasonably approximated
, leading to the computationally more convenient separable approximation version of TA-SCIVR [76, 77] I (E) = 1 2π
Eq. (6) is more amenable than (5) to phase space Monte Carlo integration, given the positivedefinite integrand, and it has been tested with excellent results on several molecular systems.
However, TA-SCIVR still requires thousands of trajectories per degree of freedom to reach convergence. [76, 77, 92, 93] To further reduce the computational effort, the multiple coherent time averaged SCIVR (MC SCIVR) has been introduced. [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] 94] In this Section we provide a more detailed explanation of the "divide-and-conquer" strategy previously introduced elsewhere. [75] The idea is to calculate the power spectrum I (E) of Eq.
(1) as composition of partial spectra I (E) each one calculated in a reduced M-dimensional phase
In quantum mechanics, where operators can be represented by matrices, the projection of an operator onto a sub-space is obtained by a preliminary suitable singular value decomposition (SVD), [95] followed by a subsequent matrix multiplication between the full-dimensional operator and the pro- Given these considerations, the projected power spectrum can be written as
where the M-dimensional coherent state in the M-dimensional sub-space is
where the matrixΓ = UU T ΓU T U is the projected Gaussian width matrix. x|χ is obtained in a similar way. The phase space integration is now limited to´´dp (0) dq (0), i.e. a 2M dimensional space. This greatly reduces the computational cost and the number of trajectories necessary to converge the Monte Carlo integration. Furthermore, the sampling of the initial conditions of the full-dimensional trajectories can be done according to a Husimi distribution in the subspace with the external degrees of freedom at equilibrium. The representation of the phaseφ t in reduced dimensionality is approximated asφ t = phase C t (p (0) ,q (0)) , where the pre-exponential factor is calculated according to Eq.(4) and each matrix block is of the type ∂q (t) /∂q (0), and so on.
The only component of Eq. (7) that cannot be projected onto the sub-space using the SVD is the classical actionS
since the expression of the "projected" potential V S (q (t)) cannot be directly obtained. More specifically, the projected potential V S (q (t)) should be the potential such that an M-dimensional trajectory starting with initial conditions (p (0) ,q (0)) visits at all times t the same phase-space points (p (t) ,q (t)) obtained upon projection of the full-dimensional trajectory. However, the potential V S (q (t)) is known only for systems characterized by a separable potential. In an effort to find a general and suitable expression for V S (q (t)), we notice that the full-dimensional trajectory is continuous with continuous first derivatives for the full-dimensional molecular potential V (q (t)), and we deduce that the M-dimensional trajectory and V S (q (t)) have the same features.
In a straightforward way, we initially define the sub-dimensional potential as
where the positions q N vib −M (t) belonging to the other subspaces have been downgraded to parameters. Then, we introduce a time-dependent field such that
since it is more intuitive and convenient to represent the reduced dimensionality potential in terms of the conditioned full-dimensional one (with the parametric coordinates in their equilibrium positions) plus an external time-dependent field. In agreement with our previous work, [75] we take the following expression for λ (t)
which is exact in the separable limit. To verify this, we consider for simplicity a two dimensional separable potential of the type V (q 1 (t) , q 2 (t)) = V 1 (q 1 (t)) + V 2 (q 2 (t)) but the procedure is readily generalizable to separable potentials of any dimensionality. In the 2D case, using Eqs (11) and (12), we obtain V S (q 1 (t)) = V 1 (q 1 (t)) − V 1 (q eq 1 ) which is exact. We also notice that in Eq. (12) an additional last term (the value of the instantaneous full-dimensional potential with the subspace coordinates at equilibrium) has been introduced with respect to Eq. (10) . It provides a linear term in the action and consequently shifts the spectrum by a constant, allowing to match on the same scale each partial spectrumĨ (E) and to obtain the full-dimensional spectrum I (E) as a composition of the severalĨ (E). In this last aspect the DC-SCIVR procedure is somewhat similar to the one employed by Wehrle, Sulč and Vaníček in their reduced-dimensionality emission spectra simulations. [97] There, they exploited conservation of energy to derive a projected Lagrangian whose potential energy was made only of a constant term that had the effect to shift the total spectra. Finally, the full-dimensional DC-SCIVR zero point energy (ZPE) can simply be regained by summing up the partial ZPE contributions of each subspace.
To test the effectiveness of our scheme for V S (q (t)), we consider two strongly coupled monodimensional Morse oscillators, whose analytical potential will be explicitly reported in Section III A. Fig.(1) reports in the left panel the phase space plots for a classical trajectory with energy equal to that of the ground state. The black continuous line is for the (p (t) ,q (t)) values obtained from the full-dimensional vector, which becomes (p (t) , q (t)) ≡ (p 1 (t) , q 1 (t) , p 2 (t) , q 2 (t)) in this specific case, evolved according to the full-dimensional potential V (q (t)). The dashed green line is for the classical trajectory starting at (p (0) ,q (0)) and evolved according to the approximate potential V S (q (t)) = V q (t) ; q eq N vib −M , i.e without any λ (t) correction. Such a potential is really unfit to describe the projected trajectory motion, since the green curve diverges after a few time-steps, as it were describing an unbound system. Two different phase-space plots for the same Morse oscillators appear on the right panel of Fig.(1) . Again, the black continuous line is for the exact projected trajectory, while the dashed red line is for the classical trajectory starting at (p (0) ,q (0)) and evolved according to the approximate potential V S (q (t)) of Eq. (11) . In this case, the trajectory phase-space plot is typical of a bound system. For one of the two dimensions, the phase space exact and approximate trajectories can be hardly distinguished. For the other degree of freedom, despite a phase accumulation, the frequency of the approximate trajectory motion is very similar to the exact one.
C. Vibrational space decomposition into mutually disjoint subspaces
It is now important to define an appropriate strategy for the decomposition of the fulldimensional space into mutually disjoint and convenient subspaces. The identification of relevant DOFs for spectroscopic calculations is a long-standing issue in spectroscopy, and several techniques to determine the "effective modes" have been proposed. [98, 99] We present here three possible strategies: one is based on the time evolution of the Hessian matrix, and the other two on the evolution of the monodromy matrix. In all cases, a preliminary test trajectory is classically evolved starting from the atomic equilibrium positions and with initial kinetic energy equal to the harmonic zero point energy (ZPE) and distributed among the vibrational modes proportionally to their harmonic frequencies.
The Hessian space-decomposition method
We recall a decomposition strategy that has been recently presented [75] for the computation of molecular vibrational spectra. The full mass-scaled Hessian matrix is calculated at each time-step and the time averaged value of each Hessian matrix element is obtained, i.e.H ij = Finally, for ǫ bigger than a certain value, the full-dimensional space is broken down into a direct sum of mono-dimensional subspaces, as in Fig.(2)(d) . In our simulations we usually choose a value of ǫ such that it maximizes the di-mensionality of the biggest subspace provided that a spectroscopic signal can be collected and the curse of dimensionality does not kick in. This strategy is very advantageous in terms of computational effort, since the partition of the degrees of freedom into subspaces is instantaneous after the classical trajectory is run and the Hessian matrices calculated. However, there is no evidence that this strategy makes the partial spectra I (E) of Eq. (7) the most accurate with respect to the full-dimensional spectrum I (E) of Eq.(6).
Wehrle-Sulč-Vaníček (WSV) space-decomposition method
An alternative decomposition approach (still based on dynamically averaged quantities and an arbitrary threshold) has been recently introduced by Vaníček and co-workers. [97] In fact, to quantify the coupling between various DOFs still in a dynamical way one can utilize the stability matrix. This is a 2N vib dimensional matrix also called monodromy matrix and defined as
It may be employed to measure how the classical energy is exchanged in time between the DOFs and, by virtue of Liouville's theorem, its determinant is always equal to 1.
In their paper, Vaníček and co-workers define the following quantity B to measure the amount of coupling between the vibrational degrees of freedom in a dynamical fashion
where |M ij (t)| are the absolute values of the monodromy matrix elements of Eq. (13) . After an arbitrary parameter ǫ B is chosen, if the test max {B ij , B ji } ≥ ǫ B is passed, then modes i and j go into the same subspace, following a procedure very similar to the one employed for our Hessian criterion but with the difference that more than a single threshold is used. In our calculations with the WSV method, given an N vib vibrational space, the bigger M−dimensional subspace is determined through a fixed value of ǫ B . For the remaining N vib − M DOFs, a different value of ǫ B is chosen to obtain the biggest subspace between the remaining DOFs, and so on and so forth until all DOFs are grouped.
One might wonder if other dynamical quantities fit in the same general scheme made of a trajectory average followed by a comparison versus a threshold value. In this regard, the interested reader may find tests and a thorough discussion of several ways to define B on the basis of alternative averaged quantities (like, for instance, the correlation matrix of the wavepacket) in Wehrle's doctoral thesis. [100] 3. Jacobi space-decomposition method
We here introduce a new approach to determine a subspace partition which leads to a more accurate calculation of I (E). Since in DC SCIVR the coherent state overlap χ|p (t) , q (t) is already written in terms of direct mono-dimensional overlaps and the actionS t (p (0) ,q (0)) is approximated according to Eqs. (9), (11) and (12), the best strategy is one that minimizes the error in decomposing the full-dimensional pre-exponential factor into a direct product of lower-
where N sub is the number of subspaces. To understand how to better proceed, we take a two-dimensional separable system.
The pre-exponential factor (4), using Eq. (13), can be written as
In the case of a two-dimensional separable system, the matrix components of Eq.(13) are diagonal
Since the determinant of a block diagonal matrix is equal to the product of the block determinants, in the case of a separable system the pre-exponential factor of Eq. (15) is given by the product of the pre-exponential factors of each dimension. This consideration suggests that the best sub-space division is the one that minimizes the off-diagonal terms of the monodromy components in Eq.
(16). The elements of the monodromy matrix can be rearranged into the Jacobian matrix
and, in the case of a separable system, the determinant of the full-dimensional Jacobian, J (t),
is given by the product of the determinants of each sub-space JacobianJ i (t), i.e. det (J (t)) =
. By virtue of Liouville's theorem det (J (t)) = 1 at anytime, i.e. dp (t) dq (t) = dp (0) dq (0), and, for a separable system, det J i (t) = 1 for the generic i-th subspace, so that
and we need to look for the subspace partition which provides subspace Jacobians J i (t) with the closest determinants to one. Since the Jacobian is time dependent, the search for the more suitable subspace division and for the best grouping of the vibrational modes within the different subspaces also depends on time. The chosen set of M vibrational modes for a M-dimensional subspace is the one that makes the J M (t) determinant the closest to unity more often during the time evolution of the test trajectory, and we will refer to this procedure as the "Jacobi criterion" from now on. The selection of the best subspace dimensionality is instead performed in a hierarchical way starting from the full-dimensional space and then proceeding through the remaining degrees of freedom. More specifically, once the best M-dimensional grouping has been determined for each subspace of dimensionality M ≤ N vib , we choose the one for which the determinant ofJ M (t) (averaged over the trajectory) is the closest to unity. Clearly, M is acceptable if it permits to achieve Monte Carlo convergence in TA-SCIVR calculations in the subspace, so it cannot be too big, otherwise the curse of dimensionality still kicks in. The same procedure is then iteratively applied for the remaining degrees of freedom until all of them have been grouped in various subspaces. The final result is a separation of the full-dimensional space into subspaces, where each subspace preserves Liouville's theorem with the best possible accuracy. The main drawback of the method is that it comes at a higher computational cost than the two previously described.
In the next Section, we will apply Eqs (11) and (7) to several systems and compare our results with available quantum mechanical vibrational eigenvalues.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. A model system: two strongly coupled Morse oscillators
To test the accuracy of Eq. (7), we consider a coupled system of the type
where the coupling is biquadratic, the dissociation energy D = 0.2 a.u. is the same for each oscillator, α i = ω i µ/2D, c = 10 −7 µ 2 , and q The MC-SCIVR spectrum is losing accuracy only at high energies, since such energy range is not well sampled by MC SCIVR. In the partial spectraĨ (E) in Fig. (3) the overtones generated by the quantum contribution from the other subspace are much less intense and barely detectable.
Nevertheless, the main spectroscopic features, i.e. fundamentals and most of the overtones, are faithfully reproduced. Starting from H 2 O, which is the smallest of these systems, we generate 12,000 classical trajectories on the potential energy surface of Partridge and Schwenke [102] for the full dimensional (DVR) approach. [101] and symmetric stretch respectively) are separated from mode 3 (the asymmetric stretch), while the Jacobi and WSV methods suggest to collect together modes 2 and 3, leaving mode 1 alone. In 
SCIVR estimates and exact values.
First of all we observe that DC-SCIVR estimates generally account pretty well for the anharmonicity of water. This can be appreciated by comparing the mean absolute deviations from quantum exact values of the DC-SCIVR estimates (~20 cm -1 ) to the mean deviation of the harmonic frequencies (~140 cm -1 ). In spite of the anharmonicity and intermode coupling of water, all separation criteria offer rather accurate estimates. Only in the case of the asymmetric stretch fundamental frequency the partition procedure overestimates the quantum value, which is anyway very accurately regained by the full-dimensional semiclassical approximation.
Moving to CH 2 O, we sample 24,000 classical trajectories to have the full-dimensional SCIVR calculation converged on the potential energy surface constructed by Martin et al., [103] . To keep the same overall computational cost, we take 4,000 trajectories per degree of freedom when calculating the partial spectra. The dimensionality of each subspace for the DC-SCIVR calculations is chosen by employing the three criteria introduced in Section (II). In the case of the Hessian matrix criterion, we find that for a value of ǫ = 3.0 · 10 −7 the full six-dimensional vibrational space is partitioned into a three-dimensional, a bi-dimensional and a mono-dimensional subspace.
When using the WSV approach, the biggest subspace dimensionality is four for a threshold value of ǫ B = 120. When employing the Jacobi criterion, the division turns out to be different. det J i (t) calculated on the basis of the projected trajectoriesp (t) ,q (t), from unity for different choices of the subspace dimensionality M in the case of CH 2 O, CH 4 , and CH 2 D 2 . Clearly, there is no approximation for the full-dimensional analyses. For the CH 2 O molecule, the smaller deviation is obtained for a maximum subspace dimensionality equal to 4, which is slightly better than a bi-dimensional choice. After fixing these four normal modes into the same subspace, the other two left modes are taken in the same subspace. Eventually the initial full-dimensional space is divided into 4-and 2-dimensional ones. The corresponding spectra are reported in Fig.(6) . As a comparison, the full-dimensional TA-SCIVR values are reported as vertical blue dashed lines. All vibrational features are faithfully reproduced, including overtones. It may be noticed that the signals of the fifth and sixth fundamentals sum up to a broader peak in the 4-dimensional spectrum.
They can be separated by inserting the parity symmetry into the reference state when performing the 4-dimensional simulation. This common practice in semiclassical calculations permits to enhance the signal of one vibration at a time. [58, 77] To have a more detailed comparison Table (II) shows DC-SCIVR results, the exact ones, [104] and the full-dimensional SCIVR frequencies.
To help the reader to better appreciate the level of accuracy for each semiclassical approximation, we report in the last lines the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The DC-SCIVR deviation with respect to the exact value is 12cm −1 for the Jacobi and WSV approaches, and 25cm −1 for the Hessian one. These values are comparable with the full-dimensional TA-SCIVR one of 9cm −1 .
Conversely, a harmonic estimate is almost three times less accurate than the DC-SCIVR ones. When comparing the approximate DC-SCIVR results with the TA-SCIVR ones, the deviation is on average really small, respectively 6cm −1 , 6cm −1 and 19cm −1 for the Jacobi, WSV, and Hessian criteria.
In the case of the CH 4 molecule, we employ the potential energy surface (PES) by Lee et al. [105] Given the highly chaotic regime for the classical trajectories of this PES, about 95% of the trajectories have been rejected due to the deviation of the full-dimensional monodromy matrix determinant from unity. By employing an amount of 180,000 trajectories, we still have enough trajectories left for TA-SCIVR Monte Carlo convergence. When dividing the space into subspaces,
we keep the number of trajectories per degree of freedom equal to 20,000, in order to have for the overall DC-SCIVR calculation the same total amount of trajectories. We have recently shown [75] that when a value of ǫ = 4.8 · 10 −7 is employed for the Hessian criterion, the nine-dimensional vibrational space of methane is decomposed into six-dimensional and three-dimensional ones. When applying the WSV criterion with ǫ B = 85, we also obtain a six-dimensional and a three dimensional subspace. Finally, even on the basis of the Jacobi criterion the better choice for the maximum dimensional subspace is six, as shown in Fig.(5) . We then hierarchically apply the same criterion for the remaining vibrational modes and find out that a division into a bi-dimensional plus a mono-dimensional subspace is preferred with respect to a single three-dimensional one. Eventually, the nine-dimensional vibrational space is partitioned into six-, two-and mono-dimensional ones. Fig.(7) reports the partial spectra of the three subspaces. Given the degeneracy of some of methane vibrations, the nine vibrational modes are labeled in four groups. Since degenerate modes can be projected onto different subspaces, spectral contributions to the same peak may be observed in Fig.(7) from different spectra. The full-dimensional TA-SCIVR peaks are once again well reproduced, including overtones and combination of overtones. Vibrations 4 1 and 2 2 have been separated by including the parity symmetry into the reference state. For a detailed comparison, we report in Table (III) our vibrational eigenvalues and compare them with the exact ones.
On average, the full-dimensional TA SCIVR is quite accurate, i.e. there is only a 12cm −1 difference from the exact frequency. The DC-SCIVR accuracy using the Jacobi criterion is slightly worse (MAE = 17cm −1 ), and it is comparable when using either the WSV or the Hessian criterion. These deviations are about six times more accurate than a crude harmonic approximation. Finally, a comparison among the different semiclassical approaches shows that in this case the Hessian criterion provides slightly more accurate results than the Jacobi ones. However, it is the overtone excitation 1 2 which is responsible for the slightly worse accuracy of the Jacobi criterion with respect to the Hessian one. If one did not consider this term on the MAE calculation, the Jacobi DC SCIVR estimate would be on average within 9cm −1 of the exact one and only 6cm −1 away from the TA-SCIVR value.
Finally, we look at the lower symmetry molecule CH 2 D 2 , where some of the typical degenerations of methane have been removed. We employ the same PES as in the case of CH 4 and experience a comparable percentage of trajectory rejection for the monodromy matrix evolution in a chaotic potential. As above, we choose to employ 180,000 trajectories. Using the Hessian matrix criterion at a value ǫ = 2 · 10 −7 we obtain a decomposition of the full nine-dimensional space into a six-dimensional and a three-dimensional one. According to the WSV criterion, at a value ǫ B = 180, we obtain a decomposition of the full nine-dimensional space into a four-dimensional, a three-dimensional and a bi-dimensional one. In the Jacobi approach reported in Fig.(5) , we look at the green triangle profile and conclude that a four dimensional subspace is the first step in the hierarchical determination of the subspaces. Then, among the remaining five dimensional modes, the Jacobi analysis leads to a partition into a three-and a two-dimensional subspace. Eventually, the nine-dimensional space is divided into four, three and two dimensional subspaces. full-dimensional semiclassical results we can observe that some accuracy is lost for the combined overtones (see the 1 1 2 1 peak) with respect to the typical accuracy of the fundamental peaks, as it was noticed for the strongly coupled Morse oscillators. Table (IV) shows the computed DC-SCIVR energy levels which are compared with both the exact values [106] and the full-dimensional TA-SCIVR ones. For this system, the MAEs relative to the exact values are more accurate for the TA-SCIVR and the Jacobian DC SCIVR than for the standard Hessian criterion. When comparing the different semiclassical approaches the expected order is found, i.e. from the more accurate TA SCIVR to the less accurate DC SCIVR. Furthermore, two neatly separated bending signals are present owing to the water bending -proton transfer interaction. [107, 108] Consequently in our investigation we focus our attention on the proton transfer doublet, the water bendings, and, in addition, the four high-frequency free OH stretchings which are well detected by experimental spectra. [109] We benchmark our DC-SCIVR simulations against the MCTDH calculations of Meyer et al. [107, [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] and also compare conditions. Finally, due to the monodromy matrix instability, the original Herman-Kluk prefactor cannot be employed, so we approximate it by means of a reliable second order iterative approximation that depends only on the Hessian matrix. [93] As expected, not only peaks in the spectra still have good accuracy but they are also much narrower thus decreasing the uncertainty of our results.
The Hessian criterion suggests us to enroll the normal modes associated to the free OH stretchings of the two water molecules into a four dimensional subspace, while all the other degrees of freedom are grouped into mono-dimensional subspaces. For this reason, we assign the two water bendings to two separate mono-dimensional subspaces, and the same fate applies to the mode associated to the shared proton motion. The only exception concerns the O-O stretching mode which is collected with a wagging state into a bi-dimensional subspace. This choice is driven by previous studies that have provided evidence of the occurrence of a combined state interacting with the shared proton motion. [107, 111] We run 2,000 full-dimensional classical trajectories per degree of freedom, i.e. 2,000 for the mono-dimensional subspaces, 4,000 for the bi-dimensional one, and 8,000 for the four-dimensional subspace. For each subspace, the initial kinetic energy is given in the usual harmonic fashion to the four OH stretches and to the modes enrolled in the subspace under investigation. No energy is instead given to the other modes. Halverson and Poirier have recently calculated the vibrational frequencies of benzene using a DVR approach. They pushed the limits of "exact" vibrational state calculations up to thirty dimensions. [78] In their method, the DVR basis set and grid has been conveniently selected using phase-space localized basis sets (PSLBs) and truncated Harmonic functions (HOB). [3, 4, 118] They were able to obtain all the relevant (about a million) vibrational energy levels of benzene within a given energy threshold. They employed a quartic force field modeling for the PES. [119] We employ the same surface for a direct comparison between the present DC-SCIVR method and the exact DVR one. First we study how to best partition the 30-dimensional space. Using the Hessian-based approach and ǫ = 9 · 10 −7 , the full-dimensional space is separated into one the WSV criterion and ǫ B = 5.6 · 10 3 , the full-dimensional space is partitioned into one tendimensional, two seven-dimensional and one six-dimensional subspace. When using the Jacobianbased criterion, the computational search for space decomposition is much more computationally expensive since all possible combinations of the 30 vibrational modes into groups of M should be tested. We restrict instead our search to 6 ≤ M ≤ 10, since the Hessian criterion shows that when the biggest subspace is eight-dimensional then the results are quite accurate. We cannot rule out that there may be a better choice for M > 10. However, the potential little improvement in the accuracy of the results does not justify the additional huge computational overhead. Fig.(11) shows the result of this search and points to a seven-dimensional subspace for the Subspace Dim. , where ω i are the harmonic frequencies that we report under the columns "HO" in Table ( subspace. The zero point energy value has been shifted to the origin to help the reader in evaluating the frequencies of the other peaks. The vertical lines indicate the exact levels from Poirier's EQD calculations. [78] safely employed for strongly chaotic and high dimensional systems, as in the case of the benzene molecule. Fig. (12) shows our computed spectra. Panel (a) reports the six-dimensional subspace, panels (b) and (c) the seven-dimensional ones, and panel (d) the 10-dimensional subspace.
We follow Halverson and Poirier in their labeling of vibrational states. Despite the increase in dimensionality, we conclude that moving from the three smaller molecular systems of the previous section to benzene, the MAE referred to the exact results is anyway limited to 10-20 cm −1 , a proof of the reliability of DC SCIVR and of the accuracy of the new Jacobian criterion.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
All quantum mechanical methods suffer from the curse of dimensionality. In this paper we have illustrated a method to deal with it and to obtain vibrational frequencies almost as accurate as in standard SCIVR simulations, i.e. just a few wavenumbers away from the exact quantum values.
More specifically, a "divide et impera" strategy has been adopted, in which spectra are calculated in partial dimensionality even if they are still based on full-dimensional classical trajectories. The method does not take advantage in any way of molecular symmetry.
We have shown how crucial the choice of the criterium for the decomposition of the fulldimensional space into mutually disjoint subspaces can be. In particular, the partition procedure based on the Jacobian matrix is the one that usually minimizes the error in approximating the full-dimensional pre-exponential factor as the direct product of several reduced dimensionality ones. This is evident from Fig. (13) where DC-SCIVR Jacobi is clearly the overall more accurate way to decompose the vibrational space. The exception of CH 4 is due to a not very accurate estimate of a single overtone which we have anyway included in the MAE calculation, while the Jacobian-based partition strategy remains the most accurate even for CH 4 as far as fundamental frequencies are concerned. The apparent better accuracy of DC-SCIVR Jacobi with respect to the full-dimensional calculation for CH 2 D 2 is to be ascribed instead to an accidental compensation of errors between the semiclassical and subspace-partition approximations. Another key advantage of the Jacobianbased approach lies on its less noisy spectra with better resolved peaks, which is going to be more and more evident and helpful as the dimensionality of the system increases. Remarkably, the Jacobi criterion provides an internally consistent method to check the reliability of the subspace partition. In fact, not always an increase in the subspace dimensionality leads to more accurate vibrational frequencies. On the contrary, spectra can be noisier or it could be even impossibile to collect a sensible spectral signal. The partitioning schemes here developed can be also adopted for on-the-fly DC-SCIVR calculations. In fact, upon calculation of the test trajectory and of the associated Hessians and monodromy matrix elements by means of ab initio molecular dynamics, it is possible to determine the best subspace partition by following exactly the same procedures and at no additional cost with respect to DC-SCIVR simulations based on analytical potential energy surfaces.
DC-SCIVR, like other semiclassical and classical methods, is based on the Fourier transform of a survival amplitude. According to Nyquist's theorem, for a total evolution time T a peak width equal to 2π/T should be expected. In our simulations, though, other factors contribute to increase the width of the spectral features. The ro-vibrational coupling generate a vibrational angular momentum which perturbs the pure vibrational motion. Furthermore, when a Gaussian filter is employed, peaks may be substantially enlarged (as in the case of H 5 O 2 + and benzene).
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peaks provides a measure of the uncertainty of our results and benchmark values are always within this uncertainty bar. A potential drawback related to the width of the peaks is that it may hinder the resolution of spectral features very close to each other. A practical way to overcome this issue, that is largely adopted in semiclassical dynamics, consists in employing a proper combination of coherent states able to introduce a parity symmetry [77, 92] which permits to distinguish among spectral features belonging to different vibrational modes. A known issue of semiclassical spectra is represented by the so-called "ghost" peaks. These are unphysical features that can be generally distinguished from the true fundamental transitions because of their much lower intensity. As shown in Figure 3 , this is not a specific drawback of DC-SCIVR simulations since full-dimensional calculations present the same issue. The adoption of a combination of coherent states able to account for the parity symmetry further enhances this discrepancy in the intensities making the identification of the true vibrational features even more favored.
DC SCIVR can be employed to simulate all kinds of spectroscopies relative to the nuclear motion, such as IR, Raman, absorption/emission dipole, vibro-electronic, and photodetachment spectra. It will allow to read each part of the spectra in a wider molecular context up to the nanoscale, with inclusion of non-trivial long-range quantum interactions. The calculation of partial spectra representations has not only the advantage to accelerate the Monte Carlo integration by virtue of the reduced dimensionality of each subspace and to get better resolved spectra, but also simplifies the identification of each peak. Another potential application of DC SCIVR is in the field of mixed (hybrid) semiclassical methods [87, 120, 121] due to the possibility to assign different degrees of freedom to the different semiclassical techniques employed.
In conclusion, we think that semiclassical molecular dynamics is a very convenient approach for quantum mechanical simulations of nuclear vibrational spectroscopy. Future challenges, concerning the study of vibrational features of large molecules involved in biological mechanisms and technological processes, will be tackled in a novel quantum-mechanical fashion thanks to DC SCIVR and the implementation of the newly proposed subspace-separation criterion. 
